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Kids, Fun & Games > 3D Mind Puzzles > Great Minds Puzzle - Galileo&#39s Globe

Great Minds Puzzle - Galileo&#39s Globe

Product Name: Great Minds Puzzle - Galileo&#39s Globe

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: TGS2410

The Great Mind&#39s puzzle range is a collection of some of the best puzzles of all
time. Each of the products have an antique style to give them an aged look. Each
puzzle comes complete with a history of the "Great Mind" themself and how the puzzle
corresponds to the man.
The Great Minds range brings together some favourite puzzles and links each with one
of the greatest minds of all time. Each character has been thoughtfully placed with a
relevant puzzle and the products are finished in an antique style to give them an aged
look. Every box has information and a brief history of the ‘Great Mind’ himself and how
the man and puzzle are linked together... Which one do you like?
Galileo&#39s Globe
The aim of the puzzle is to separate the pieces and then rebuild the globe. Looks
easy? Look again! It&#39s like a three dimensionsal jigsaw puzzle, only more
challenging...
About Galileo Galilei 1564 - 1642 
Italian scientist and astronomer, and inventor of the telescope he also developed the
compass and the thermometer. He claimed that the earth was not the centre of the
universe but that the planets including Earth orbited around the sun. A controversial
theory at the time! By watching a lamp swinging in a cathedral, he made discoveries
about the perpetual motion of a pendulum. He worked that a cannon ball fired from a
cannon follows a special kind of curve called a parabola. His fabled experiment at the
top of the leaning tower of Pisa demonstrated that objects of different weights will fall at
the same speed.

Price: R94.80

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Monday 28 July, 2014
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